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Chiral aggregation-induced emission luminogens (AIEgens) are the new-generation chiral sensors that regulate
chiral signals from the molecular level to the macroscopic assembly. Expanding applications of chiral AIEgens
and in-depth understanding of their chiral recognition in biological systems are meaningful. Herein, two star
chiral AIEgens, consisting of tetraphenylethene (TPE) as core and poly(N-acryloyl-L(D) valine) (PLV or PDV) as
arms, were precisely synthesized via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) technique and named TPE-PLV
and TPE-PDV. They possessed typical AIE characteristics and exhibited an increase in concentration-dependent
fluorescence intensity. The two AIEgens were pH-responsive and had strong AIE-related emission in acidic so
lution. Importantly, AIEgens can enter the living cells by ATP dependent endocytosis, then light them up. The
interactions between the AIEgens and living human hepatocarcinoma (HepG2) cells revealed that the internal
ization process of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV was both chiral-dependent and pH-responsive. This novel strategy for
synthesizing poly(amino acid)s functionalized AIEgens could inspire the development of promising fluorescent
materials with chirality.

1. Introduction
Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) has attracted the continued
attention since it was coined by Tang in 2001 [1]. Surpassing traditional
organic fluorophores, the newly developed luminogens with AIE char
acteristics are becoming attractive candidates for advanced biosensing
and imaging application [2,3]. Tetraphenylethylene (TPE), as a typical
AIE luminogen (AIEgen), has been incorporated into polymers to visu
alize living cells, deliver drugs for tumor therapy due to its specific
chemical and physical properties [4–6]. However, traditional AIEgens,
such as TPE, are mostly non-planar molecular with poor water solubil
ity, which limit their in vivo studies. Combination of AIEgens and nature
biomolecules is a mature strategy that could overcome their intrinsic
limitations including poor hydrophilicity, weak structural stability, and
non-negligible biotoxicity [7,8].
Amino acid, as a natural chiral molecule, are vital components of life
[9]. Over the past few years, amino acid-based polymers have been
widely used in biological fields on account of their excellent biocom
patibility, solubility in aqueous medium [10–14]. Wei and coworkers
firstly synthesized AIE-active poly(amino acid)s nanoparticles that

display high water dispersibility, strong luminescence, and desirable
biocompatibility [15]. Meanwhile, amino acid-based pendants in the
synthetic polymers gave rise to stimuli-responsive properties such as pH,
temperature, and ionic strength responses. Ding et al. discovered an AIE
probe with the peptide incorporation, possessing much higher sensi
tivity in cancer cell targeting [16]. Tang and coworkers reported an
L-leucine decorated AIEgen that exhibits a shortcut for the combination
of AIE effect and chirality in the self-assemble structure [17]. The effects
of chiral amino acids on AIEgens were widely studied. However, there
was rarely reports to study chiral-specific interactions between bio
system and chiral AIEgens, regarding the fact that there is of pivotal
interest in exploring the chirality-dependent cellular uptake and
adsorption [18–20]. Therefore, the development of amino acid-based
AIEgens for studying the chiral-specific interactions is promising,
which allowed us to have a deeper understanding of the relationship
between stereochemistry and cell uptake process.
Herein, two novel chiral AIEgens were prepared via integrating TPE
with poly(N-acryloyl-L(D)-valine) by the atom transfer radical poly
merization (ATRP) technique and named TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV
(Scheme 1). Regardless of the typical AIE properties preserved by TPE-
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2.3. Synthesis of N-acryloyl-L(D)-valine monomers
N-acryloyl-L(D)-valine monomer was synthesized as reported pre
viously [21]. In a typical procedure (e.g. synthesize of N-acryloyl-L-va
line monomer): L-valine (2 g, 17.1 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of
deionized water and subsequently added to acryloyl chloride (1.85 g,
20.5 mmol). After adding acryloyl chloride, the reaction was kept at 0 ◦ C
for 30 min, and then warmed up to room temperature for another 4 h.
Then, the solution was extracted with ethyl acetate, and the organic
phase was dried with anhydrous Na2SO4. After filtration and evapora
tion to obtain the colorless granular crystals with a yield above 85%. 1H
NMR (Fig. S1, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 0.98 (CH(CH3)2, 9H, d),
1.90 (CH(CH3)2, 1H, m), 4.35 (CHCOO, 1H, d), 5.74-6.48 (CH = CH2,
3H, m), 8.38 (NH, 1H, s), 12.39 (COOH, 1H, s). 13C NMR (Fig. S2, 600
MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 172.93, 164.68, 131.31, 125.61, 57.18, 29.84,
19.10, 18.00. ESI-MS (Fig. S3) m/z calcd for (C8H13NO3): 171.09, found:
([M–H–]–, 100%): 170.1.
2.4. Synthesis of 4-arm initiator (TPE-Br)

Scheme 1. Cell uptake and imaging of pH-responsive chiral TPE-PLV and TPEPDV star AIEgens.

TPE-NH2 (100 mg, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in 17 mL of anhydrous
THF. Then 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide (281.4 mg, 1.2 mmol) and TEA
(424 μL, 3 mmol) was added with stirring. The reaction was kept at 0 ◦ C
for 1 h and then warmed up to room temperature for another 24 h. The
mixture was washed with 1 M HCl for 1 time, NaHCO3 for 2 times, NaCl
for 1 time, respectively. The organic phase was dried with anhydrous
Na2SO4. After filtration and evaporation to remove most of the solvent,
the concentrated solution was further dried using a vacuum oven
overnight. Then the mixture was treated by repeated centrifugal
washing process for thrice by dissolving in ethanol, filtered, and
precipitated into deionized water. And the organic phase was dried with
anhydrous Na2SO4. After filtration and evaporation to remove most of
the solvent, the concentrated solution was further dried using a vacuum
oven overnight. The pure TPE-Br was stored at 4 ◦ C for further use. 13C
NMR (Fig. S4, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 169.66., 139.57, 139.52,
137.36, 131.60, 120.23, 61.24, 31.17. ESI-MS (Fig. S5) m/z calcd for
(C42H44Br4N4O4): 988.01, found: ([M + Na+]+, 100 %): 1011.109, ([M],
100 %): 988.112, ([M–Br + Na+]+, 100 %): 931.182, ([M–Br], 100 %):
908.18, ([M–2Br + Na+]+, 100 %): 851.245, ([M–2Br], 100 %):
826.246, ([M–3Br + Na+]+, 100 %): 769.308, ([M–3Br], 100 %):
746.308, ([M–4Br + Na+]+, 100 %): 687.366, ([M–4Br], 100 %):
664.368.

PLV and TPE-PDV, the chiral valine-based polymer decorations further
endowed them with good pH response, water solubility and biocom
patibility. The highly emissive TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV can be internal
ized by living human hepatocarcinoma (HepG2) cells, and were
selective for chirality and pH. Importantly, in vitro cell imaging sug
gested that these TPE-based chiral poly(amino acid)s were promising for
cell imaging and recognition, which has scarcely been reported in pre
vious studies.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials
L-valine (99 %), D-valine (99 %), acryloyl chloride (97 %), 2-bromoi
sobutyryl bromide (98 %), triethylamine (TEA, 99 %), copper(I) bro
mide (CuBr, 99 %), ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA, 99 %), 3(4,5-dimethylazoly-2)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) were all
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 1,1,2,2-tetrakis(4aminophenyl) ethane (TPE-NH2, 97 %) was purchased from Energy
Chemical and used as received. Ethyl acetate, anhydrous tetrahydro
furan (THF), and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) were purchased from J&K
Scientific. HepG2 cells were purchased from the Cell Resource Center,
IBMS, CAMS/PUMC, Beijing, China. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s me
dium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin, and streptomycin
were purchased from Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, MD, U.S.A).

2.5. Synthesis of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV
TPE-PV (abbreviation of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV) was synthesized by
the ATRP technique. A representative example of TPE-PLV is as follows.
TPE-Br (10 mg, 0.01 mmol), N-acryloyl-L-valine monomer (688 mg, 4
mmol), 1 mL the mixed solvent of which the volume ratio is 2:1:1 of
butanone, methanol, deionized water, respectively, were placed in a dry
glass ampule equipped with a magnetic stir bar, and then the solution
was degassed by sonication for 20 min. Then, CuBr (40 mg, 0.28 mmol)
and PMDTEA (175 μL, 0.84 mmol) were added rapidly, and the obtained
mixture was degassed by two freeze-evacuate-thaw cycles. The reaction
vial was placed in a preheated reaction block at 60 ◦ C for 4 h. The re
action was stopped by rapid cooling with liquid nitrogen. The reaction
mixture was added EDTA (100 mg, 0.34 mmol), and its pH was main
tained at 8 by the addition of 2 M NaOH. The above mixture was purified
by dialysis against deionized water for 48 h using a dialysis membrane
(molecular weight cut-off: 1000 Da). Fresh deionized water was
replenished periodically. The dialyzed polymers were lyophilized and
stored in dark conditions at 4 ◦ C.

2.2. Characterizations
1
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were gained by the
‘Bruker-Spectrospin’ instrument (400 MHz) at room temperature using
DMSO-d6 and D2O as solvents. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
was conducted with a Waters 1525 differential refractometer using THF
as an eluent at 30 ◦ C with a flow rate of 1 mL/min, calibrating with
linear polystyrene standards. Ultraviolet-visible (UV–vis) absorption
spectroscopy was recorded on UV/vis/NIR 2600 spectrometer (Shi
madzu, Japan) with quartz cuvettes of 1 cm path length. Circular di
chroism (CD) spectrum was recorded on CD spectrometer (J-815,
JASCO) with quartz cuvettes of 10 mm path length. Fluorescence spectra
(FL) were performed using an F-4600 spectrometer (Edinburgh, UK)
with a slit width of 3 nm for both excitation and emission. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) was performed on a Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern In
struments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK).

2.6. In vitro cytotoxicity assay
The cytotoxicity of TPE-PLV against HepG2 cells was evaluated in
2
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vitro by methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) assay. Briefly, the cells were
plated in a 96-well plate (5000 cells per well) in 100 μL DMEM medium
supplemented with 10 % FBS, 100 units mL–1 penicillin, and 100 μg
mL–1 streptomycin for 12 h. Then 10 μL TPE-PLV at various concen
trations in DMEM was added. The cells were cultured for 24 h and 48 h
at 37 ◦ C and the cell medium was replaced with fresh culture medium.
Then, 20 μL of MTT solution in PBS (5 mg mL–1) was added and incu
bated for another 4 h. The medium was aspirated, the MTT-formazan
generated by live cells was dissolved in 150 μL of DMSO, and the
absorbance at a wavelength of 490 nm of each well was measured using
a microplate reader. The relative cell viability (%) was determined by
comparing the absorbance at 490 nm with control wells containing only
cell culture medium.

2.9. Cellular uptake assay
HepG2 cells were seeded onto 12-well plates (1 × 106 cells per well)
for 24 h incubation. Then, the cell culture was replaced with 1 mL fresh
medium which contained different concentration of TPE-PLV or TPEPDV (160 and 500 μg mL–1) and further incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦ C in 5%
CO2 incubator. After washed with PBS three times, cells were lysed with
0.5 % Triton X-100 in 0.2 M NaOH solution (0.5 mL). The fluorescence
intensity of the lysates was quantified using fluorescence microplate
reader.
2.10. Statistical analysis
The experimental data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation,
and the significant difference between groups was analyzed using twoway ANOVA in Origin software. The statistical significance was set as
ns p > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001, respectively.

2.7. Live cell imaging
HepG2 cells were first seeded in 20 mm diameter glass coverslips at
the density of 5 × 104 cells per well in cell culture medium and incu
bated with 10 % FBS, 100 units mL–1 penicillin and 100 μg mL–1
streptomycin in the humidified incubator of 95 % air and 5% CO2 at 37
◦
C for 12 h to allow cells attachment. Then, the cell culture was replaced
with 1 mL fresh medium, which contained TPE-PLV or TPE-PDV (500 μg
mL–1). After 24 h of incubation, cells were washed with PBS three times.
Then the cell culture was treated with pH 4.56 and 7.92 no phenol red
DMEM for 30 min. Subsequently, cell images were taken by a confocal
laser scanning microscope (CLSM) Leica TCSSP8 3-channel (Lecia,
Germany) with the excitation wavelength of 405 nm. The fluorescence
intensity was calculated using the free Image J software.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Synthesis and characterization of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV
Star AIEgens, TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV, were synthesized via a typical
ATRP method (Scheme S1, Supporting Information). The stacked 1H
NMR spectra (Fig. 1A) of TPE-NH2, TPE-Br, TPE-PLV, and TPE-PDV were
recorded for comparison. To begin with, the 4-arm initiator TPE-Br was
prepared by the amidation reaction. The new peak at around δ 1.9 ppm,
which was attributed to the protons on the bromoisobutyryl group, had
an integration ratio of 6:4 when comparing with the aromatic ring (δ 7–8
ppm), suggesting successful synthesis of TPE-Br. In terms of the TPE-PLV
and TPE-PDV, two peaks appeared at δ 0.9 ppm and δ 4 ppm were the
evidence of the successful propagation of valine monomers (Fig. 1A).
According to the peak integration ratio between the − CH3 group of
valine units(peak a–b) and the phenyl group of TPE (peak i–l), there
were around 13 units on each arm of the TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV.
Further, the molecular weight (Mw) calculated by the 1H NMR was
around 9890 g mol–1 for both oligomers, which was in good agreement
with the molecular weight gained from GPC analysis (Fig. S6). Addi
tionally, low dispersity of the two oligomers (1.11 for TPE-PLV, and 1.10

2.8. Flow cytometry study
HepG2 cells were seeded onto a 6-well plate (4 × 105 cells per well)
and allowed to grow for 24 h. Then, the cell culture was replaced with 1
mL fresh medium, the cells were incubated 1 h at 37 ◦ C and 4 ◦ C,
respectively. TPE-PLV was added to each dish (200 μg mL–1). After 6 h
incubated, the cells were washed three times with PBS. After trypsin
treatment, the cells were washed with PBS twice and then resuspended
in 1 mL PBS. Fluorescence histograms were recorded with the BD
FACSAriaSORP flow cytometer and analyzed using Flowjo software.

Fig. 1. Characterizations of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV. (A) Stacked 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz) of TPE-NH2, TPE-Br (DMSO-d6), and TPE-PLV, TPE-PDV (D2O). (B)
UV–vis absorption and (C) CD spectra of N-acryloyl-L-valine, N-acryloyl-D-valine, TPE-PLV, and TPE-PDV.
3
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for TPE-PDV, Table S1) suggested a robust control of the ATRP protocol
for the polymerization of N-acryloyl-valine monomers. All these results
indicated that both of the TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV had similar Mw and
dispersity. As a result, it was in favor of studying the chiral effect on the
physical and chemical properties of amino acid-based polymers under
the same condition (Scheme 1).

monitored the emission of TPE-PV in water/ethanol mixtures (100 μM,
Fig. S9). The TPE-PV was highly soluble in water due to the PV chain,
and showed a weak emission. Fluorescence intensity greatly enhanced
when the ethanol fraction became higher in ethanol-water mixtures,
demonstrating typical AIE features. For water-soluble AIEgens,
concentration-dependent fluorescence intensity was used to prove its
AIE property [23–25]. Additionally, the emission of TPE-PV in various
concentration in water was also invensigated. In a diluted solution (< 10
μM), TPE-PLV has weak emission (λex = 400 nm, λem = 492 nm) because
polymer chains were in an isolated state which increase the active
intramolecular rotations of its aromatic rings (Fig. 2A). At low concen
trations, the fluorescence intensity slowly increased along with the in
crease of concentration from 10 to 50 μM. Whereas, the fluorescence
intensity had been witnessed an exponential growth as the concentra
tion was continuously increased from 50 μM to higher values. Finally,
when the concentration reached 500 μM, the fluorescence intensity of
TPE-PLV (λex = 400 nm, λem = 496 nm) was 11-fold stronger than that of
the concentration at 10 μM. A similar phenomenon was observed from a
corresponding photo of the samples in different concentrations (the inset
in Fig. 2A). For TPE-PV, they would be a core-shell structure in water
with TPE as the core and PV chains as the shell. According to the fluo
rescence spectra, it was extrapolated that the critical aggregation con
centration (CAC) of TPE-PLV was ~65 μM (Fig. 2C). Nano-aggregates
would form when the concentration above CAC [26,27]. The
concentration-induced hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) enhancement was
supplemental evidence for the aggregation of the TPE-PLV (the red line
in Fig. 2C). Meanwhile, there was a slight red-shift of maxima emission
from 492 nm to 496 nm with increased concentration as the presence of
aggregation which could lead to the formation of space conjugated
structures [28]. In the aggregated states, the rotation of aromatic rings
was inhibited due to the presence of π-π stacking and the restriction of
intramolecular rotation or vibration [29,30]. Additionally, PLV deco
ration could provide steric hindrance to TPE. The abundant carboxyl
groups (− COOH) in PLV promoted the formation of hydrogen bonds.

3.2. Optical property
The optical properties of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV were investigated.
The UV–vis spectra of N-acryloyl-L(D)-valine, TPE-PLV, and TPE-PDV in
water were given in Fig. 1B. After polymerization, the absorption peak
of − COOH group in TPE-PV was shifted from 205 nm to 210 nm and the
intensity increased significantly. Meanwhile, the absorption peak of the
double bond on the monomer at 230 nm disappeared. The new peak
located at 325-375 nm, corresponding to the TPE unit in TPE-PV, was
associated with π-π* transition of the molecule. Moreover, the opposite
CD traces (Fig. 1C) between 200 and 225 nm of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV
had revealed that the two oligomers possess an overall opposite ste
reochemistry due to the two chiral monomers applied. This difference
was further amplified thanks to the high density of the amino acid-based
pendants along the main chain built by the radical propagation tech
nique. TPE-PV exhibited obvious fluorescence properties. Take TPE-PLV
as an example, the emission wavelength of it was peaked at around 480
nm and the peak of the excitation wavelength was around 290 nm
(Fig. S7A). Under UV (λex = 400 nm) irradiation, TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV
showed almost the same fluorescence intensity (Fig. S7B).
3.3. AIE properties
TPE decorated with polymers can forms a highly delocalized π-π
conjugated backbone structure and show typical AIE characteristics
[22]. TPE-PV were found has weak solublity in ethanol and excellent
water solubility (Fig. S8). To investigate the AIE property of TPE-PV, we

Fig. 2. AIE features of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV.
Concentration-dependent fluorescence spectra
(λex = 400 nm) of (A) TPE-PLV and (B) TPE-PDV
in water. The insets show images of TPE-PLV
and TPE-PDV solutions with different concen
trations (μM) under 365 nm UV illumination.
The critical aggregation concentration was
determined by the fluorescence intensity versus
the log concentration (blue) and hydrodynamic
diameter (red) of (C) TPE-PLV and (D) TPE-PDV
in water with different concentrations (μM).
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They further restricted molecular rotations and weakened the non
radiative transition of the chromophore, resulting in the fluorescence
emission enhancement. Similar visible changes in the photo
luminescence intensity were observed for TPE-PDV (Fig. 2B). The CAC of
TPE-PDV was also ~65 μM (Fig. 2D). Overall, the differences in the
emission of TPE-PDV and TPE-PLV at the same concentrations were
negligible.

pH-responsive emission. There were differences in that the size of
TPE-PDV is slightly smaller than that of TPE-PLV in an acidic environ
ment. It could be acceptable because most of the − COOH groups in
TPE-PV were non-dissociative in acidic solution. TPE-PV randomly
bonded to each other by hydrogen bond. Thus, the size of TPE-PV ag
gregates would distribute widely.
The emission enhancement could be a pH-driven switching the
deprotonation equilibrium [32]. At pH < 5.00, most of the − COOH
groups in TPE-PV were non-dissociative and bonded to each other with
an intramolecular six-membered cyclic hydrogen bond [7]. Meanwhile,
the TPE-PV turned more hydrophobic and the electrostatic attraction of
the − COOH groups also became stronger, thus, leading to the aggre
gation of polymers. These small aggregates restricted its intramolecular
rotation and resulted in emission enhancement (Fig. 3D). Whereas, at
pH ≥ 5.00, the − COOH deprotonated and ruptured the existing
hydrogen bonds, and the electrostatic repulsion of − COO– and chain
conformation caused the dispersion of TPE-PV [33,34], thereby dis
integrating the large aggregates into smaller aggregates. Overall,
TPE-PV was pH-responsive and had strong AIE-related emission in acidic
aqueous solution.

3.4. pH-Responsive
Benefiting from inherent carboxylic acid pendant groups, TPE-PV
was capable of accepting protons at acid conditions, whereas releasing
protons at alkaline conditions. It, thus, led to pH-responsive emission
[31]. Take the TPE-PLV as an example, its fluorescence intensity was
very low (λex = 400 nm, λem = 460 nm) at pH 11.62, suggesting that it
was highly soluble (Fig. 3A). As the pH of the solution was decreased all
the way to 5.13, only a slight change of the fluorescence signal can be
observed (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, further decrease of pH had resulted in
a distinct increase of the fluorescence intensity. As shown, the intensity
at pH 4.09 (λex = 400 nm, λem = 480 nm) was about 30 times higher than
that at pH 11.62 (Fig. 3C). Further decrease pH to 3.14, the fluorescent
intensity of TPE-PLV (λex = 400 nm, λem = 460 nm) was about 5-fold
higher than that of the pH at 4.09. The blue-shifted emission from 480
nm to 460 nm could be attributed to the decreased electron-giving ca
pacity of the carboxyl group. The fluorescence photos of the TPE-PLV
solutions in the inset confirmed the trend of fluorescence intensity. The
Dh of TPE-PLV was further measured to understand the effect of pH on
the aggregation and fluorescence intensity. The average
nano-aggregation size of TPE-PLV was constant at 200 nm when the pH
values are ranging from 11.62 to 4.09 (Fig. S10A). Adjusting solution pH
to 3.14 resulted in the increase of particle sizes (2500 nm), which
restricted in their molecular motion and resulted in the stronger emis
sion. Similar results were also observed between the fluorescence
emission of TPE-PDV at various pH conditions (Fig. 3B and S10B),
demonstrating the TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV possessed similar

3.5. Intracellular imaging of chiral and pH-Responsive studies
TPE-PV can be utilized as visible materials to trace the interaction of
chiral polymers and biosystems. In vitro cytotoxicity assay indicated
TPE-PLV had a low cytotoxicity [35]. The cell viability was about 90 %
and 78 % after 24 h of incubation with 160 and 500 μg mL–1 TPE-PLV,
respectively (Fig. S11). To investigate chiral-specific interactions be
tween TPE-PV and cells, the endocytosis of TPE-PV was evaluated by
confocal microscopy. Green fluorescence was observed in the cyto
plasmic region for the cells treated with TPE-PV at pH 7.92 (Fig. 4A). In
comparison with TPE-PDV, fluorescence intensity of TPE-PLV was ca.
1.25 times (t-test, p < 0.01, Fig. 4B), which testified TPE-PLV was more
internalized by HepG2 cells. To further verify the chirality-dependent
cellular uptake, the fluorescence intensity of cell lysates was detected

Fig. 3. pH-response induced AIE features. The fluorescence spectra (λex = 400 nm) of (A) TPE-PLV and (B) TPE-PLV in water with different pH conditions. (C) The
fluorescence intensity curves of TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV. The inset shows the emission images of the TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV solution in water with different pH
conditions, respectively. (365 nm UV illumination) (D) Illustration of pH-responsive AIE effect of TPE-PV.
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Fig. 4. In vitro evaluation of intracellular up
take TPE-PV. (A) CLSM images of HepG2 cells
incubated with TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV (500 μg
mL–1) under pH = 7.92 and 4.56 in the dark at
37 ℃. λex=405 nm. Scale bar, 25 μm. (B) Sta
tistical graph of fluorescence intensity counted
by image J software (n = 6; ** and *** denote
significant difference at p < 0.01 and p < 0.001
levels, respectively; t-test). (C) Quantitative
analysis of relative uptake efficiency of HepG2
cells pretreated with different temperatures for
24 h was determined by flow cytometry. * in
dicates significant differences (p < 0.05)
compared with the 37 ℃ group.

(Fig. S12). TPE-PLV showed significantly higher fluorescence intensity
than TPE-PDV no matter at 160 μg mL–1 (1.35 times, t-test, p < 0.01)
condition or 500 μg mL–1 (1.36 times, t-test, p < 0.001). The results
confirmed TPE-PV has a chirality-dependent cellular uptake, which was
in agreement with the previous studies [36–43]. Interestingly, different
from chiral organic polymers, inorganic nanoparticles with D-configu
ration were easier internalized than L-configuration. This could be due
to different cellular uptake mechanisms of organic polymers and inor
ganic nanoparticles. It was reported that the phospholipids and choles
terol on the cell membrane could affect the adhesion behavior of
different chiral materials [44]. Additionally, there were specific re
ceptors or biomolecules in cells could recognize D-configuration inor
ganic nanoparticles [45]. Taken together, there was no universal
mechanisms explaining the internalization of different nanoparticles,
but all these mechanisms were related to the process of cellular uptake
[46]. Lowering the temperature is the common method to investigate
ATP-dependent endocytosis of NPs [47,48]. When cells were cooled
from 37 ◦ C to 4 ◦ C, there was an inhibition of the internalization of the
capsule which is essential for ATP-dependent endocytosis [49].
Accordingly, the pathway for TPE-PV uptake was studied by flow cy
tometer under different temperatures [50,51]. It was found that when
the temperature decreases, the amount of TPE-PLV entering the cell is
significantly reduced (p < 0.05). Meanwhile, there was no statistical
difference in the fluorescence intensity of TPE-PLV at different tem
peratures without cells (Fig. S13). It was suggested the internalization
process of TPE-PLV was ATP dependent endocytosis (Fig. 4C).
In further, TPE-PV could be utilized as a pH-responsive AIEgen for
the detection of cellular uptake. Extracellular materials, including a
variety of molecules, carriers and nanoparticles, are internalized by cells
through endocytosis [52]. Once endocytosed, they encountered a
gradient pH from early endosomes (pH 6.0–6.5) and late endosomes (pH
5.0–6.0) to lysosomes (pH 4.0–4.5) [3]. It is an acceptable method to
mimic endosomes by examining the pH-dependent emission by equili
brating intra- and extracellular pH [53,54]. Accordingly, to check the
pH-dependent cell imaging of TEP-PV, the cells, which were
pre-incubated with the TPE-PV at pH 7.92, were switched to pH 4.56
medium for mimicking the lysosomes (pH 4.0–4.5) [55,56]. TPE-PV,
regardless of the chirality, exhibited enhanced fluorescence intensity
at pH 4.56 (Fig. 4A), which was 1.2 times than at pH 7.92, showing a
pH-dependent increase in green fluorescence intensity (Fig. 4B).
Different pH values would change the chain conformation, further
affecting the AIEgen aggregation [57]. When the pH is 7.92, the charge

density and hydrophilicity of the TPE-PV increased. The electrostatic
repulsion between the chains caused the PV decoration adapt to a more
extended conformation. Then the water molecules could close to the
luminophore to produce non-radiative inactivation and reduce fluores
cence. Furthermore, the intramolecular rotation of the TPE phenyl
group cannot be completely stopped through the rotational energy
relaxation channel. The entire molecule was in an excited state, leading
to weak fluorescence. When the pH was lowered to 4.56, the polymer
chains part of the TPE-PV was protonated. The chains changed from
partially charged to an uncharged state [58]. The polymer chains were
contracted to prevent the contact between the phenyl ring and the water
molecule, resulting in weak non-radiation inactivation and the fluores
cence was enhanced. Meanwhile, the highly distorted molecular
conformation produced a large amount of preferable intermolecular π-π
stacking forces, thereby restricting the intramolecular rotation of the
phenyl ring to a large extent and leading to increased fluorescence. The
intracellular fluorescence changes afforded the strong evidence that
TPE-PV was both chiral-dependent and pH-responsive.
TPE-PV is a versatile chiral AIEgens that processes multiple respon
siveness. Nevertheless, TPE-PV may possess other potential properties
that further broaden its applications. For example, using chiral induc
tion effect and hydrogen bond interaction to precisely control the
morphology of TPE-PV, which may introduce specific features [59–61].
It was demonstrated that radical amphiphilicity AMPs exhibited high
antibacterial activity and low hemolytic activity by contrast to the
typical facial amphiphilicity AMPs [62]. In addition, cellular internal
ized of supramolecular unfoldable single- chain nanogels (SCNGs) with
high siRNAs delivery efficiency than non-unfoldable SCNGs [63]. That
may be another direction for developing the multifunctional poly(amino
acid)-based AIEgens.
4. Conclusion
In summary, a handy method for preparing TPE based chiral poly
(amino acid)s star AIEgens via ATRP was reported. The water-soluble
TPE-PLV and TPE-PDV have typical AIE features and show an increase
in concentration-dependent fluorescent intensity. TPE-PV was pHresponsive, and its fluorescence intensity showed an exponential
enhance when pH < 5.0. More importantly, TPE-PV can be easily taken
into cells by ATP dependent endocytosis, thus, light up the living cells.
The internalization process of TPE-PV was chiral-dependent and pHresponsive, making it promising for bioimaging applications. We
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believe this star chiral AIEgens could be a promising development for
exploring the chiral effect between nanomaterials and biosystems.
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